Ron Arad – Curtain Call Round House
2D:3D creates the highly acclaimed Curtain Call at the Roundhouse for Ron Arad.
The structure comprising of 6,500 10mm thick clear translucent silicon rods, each 8.1 metres long were
assembled edge to edge creating a 14 metre diameter circular curtain. Projected onto the curtain of rods was a
selection of Ron Arad’s favourite artists, musicians and friends pieces of work specifically commissioned for this
show. The rods provided a 360 degree canvas for films, live performances and audience interaction.
A silicon was specially formulated to provide the beauty of clarity and a sense of interactive integrity to each
piece of work. Furthermore a reinforced RSJ structure was developed to take the full weight of the 4 ton
canvas. The RSJ in 16 pieces comprised of two L shaped elements with an inner and outer skin which provided
the support to which the rods were suspended from.
It took a crew of 35+ to assemble and install the curtain. The entire structure was lifted up on 16 mechanical
chain hoists and deaded off on 16mm steel cables.

Swarovski
Swarovski continue to entrust 2D:3D to work with their leading sponsored artists. Taking Patrik Fredrikson and Ian
Stallard’s IRIS designs 2D:3D manufactures a set of four pieces of artwork recently shown at Design Miami/Basel.
These were particularly challenging pieces of art due to the extremely high tolerances. Each structure also offered a
unique technical challenge since they each required different chemical treatments. Each IRIS, made to resemble a human
eye, are unique in materials, structure, crystals and design. Three of the IRIS’s are wall mounted with the fourth mounted
on a tripod.
At 1.6 metres in diameter the first challenge was to fabricate the outer dome shell in mild steel to create a perfectly
shaped dome. Lining the inside is a second dome fabricated from aluminium. These in turn were mirror polished so as to
create an infinity effect. Subsequently adhered to the opening of each dome is an ‘invisible’ 1mm thick stainless steel
filigree template, strong enough to provide the supporting structure for the Swarovski crystals but yet fine enough to
enhance the reflective qualities of the crystals and the inner surface of the dome. A series of 350 3/4mm holes were
drilled into the filigree template into which were inserted 2.5mm threaded taps used to secure the crystals and thus
create the unique individual patterns. All elements had to be precisely engineered and assembled to the micron in order
to achieve the perfect symmetry of pattern and design.

Gold Leaf IRIS

Each dome was finished off with a central stamen capped off with a reverse dome that housed a series of powerful warm
white LED lights. The warm white picking up the full spectrum of the light refractive qualities of the crystals.
Their individual IRIS structures were:
Gold Leaf IRIS – Gold leaf finish aluminium dome consisting of 674 Swarovski crystals, structured as 170 75mm long
emerald cut crystals and 504 diamond shaped crystals. Weighing at 100kg.
Corten 10 IRIS – A mild steel dome chemically treated to look like rusty Coreten. A total of 660 crystals consisting of 160
large emerald cut crystals and 500 diamond shaped crystals. Total weight 160kg.
Hematite IRIS – A black antique steel metal dome consisting of a twisting pattern of crystals. A total of 1620 small
emerald cut crystals were mounted. Total weight of 190kg.
Tri-pod IRIS – The stainless steel dome was bronzed through a chemical process. A total of 717 crystals configured into
355 large long emeralds and 362 small emerald shaped crystals. Weighing a total of 325kg.
Individual support structures were machined and in turn formed part of the comprehensive installation and de-rig
manual.
Another highly acclaimed project completed by 2D:3D.
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Skoda
Skoda’s acclaimed adverts; Fabia Cake advert and Fabia vRS “Mean Green” are recreated by 2D:3D as an interactive visitor
experience display at The Goodwood Festival of Speed,designed by Ian Fogden and produced by WRP.
The exciting element is the bringing together of the two different advert cultures that take visitors through one into the other
together with obvious linkage between both.
2D:3D were given the task of recreating the advert environments along with various props that signify what the adverts represent.
Additional elements include the opportunity for visitors to have an interaction thus become part of the advert experience and the
Skoda brand.
2D:3D also created a real bakery making Favia cookies in the shape of the car. Children were also provided with the opportunity to
decorate their own cookie.
Two types of engines were fabricated by 2D:3D plus the cake car with orange marzipan; the ‘all things nice’ engine with cake,
sweets, biscuits and finished off with chocolate including a fan belt out of liquorice. Whilst the ‘mean engine’ was a construction of
snakes, both static and moving at a slow eerie pace around the edges of the machine portraying a sleeping energy that’s yet to be
woken by a potent source of energy.
As they enter the ‘Mean Green’ domain visitors are treated to a lime green snake serum drink. Visitors walk into the wheel foundry,
where the guys are mean. Using programmed sound effects, machined Corian, ceramics, fibreglass, smoke, lights, paint effects and
animatronics 2D:3D fabricated an array of props including a prop in the wheel foundry that makes red hot molten wheels. Other
props also include the snake engine comprising of animatronically controlled snakes that slowly move and then come to life, with
flickering tongues, rattling tails and moving bodies when the engine is injected with serum. All props had to look realistic and
simulate the energy and gracefulness of the Skoda adverts.... even the elements that were computer generated on screen.
Walk further along you enter into the domain of Scarpelli, the character that punches dents in doors with his knuckle duster. 2D:3D
created a Skoda door that could be repeatedly punched by Scarpelli and each time recreate the perfect knuckle duster shape. A real
Skoda door was used and amended using different memory materials and fabrics to simulate the shaping of a metal door. The effect
was the creation of a door that had to be shaped 100’s of times throughout the festival weekend and still look as realistic as the first
time it was punched.... a major challenge in itself.
Adding to the overall effect is a full blast furnace that makes the metal for the engine and it’s components from melted down
Samurai swords. A combination of light, sound, smoke and heat adds to the realism of the process and brings visitors close into the
whole experience.
2D:3D has demonstrated a wide range of skills that come together to maximize customer visitor experience and the quality
positioning of a brand.

Stat-Oil
2D:3D was briefed by Enigma Creative Solutions to create eight beautifully
crafted permanent interactive plinth units standing 1800mm high for Stat-Oil
head offices in Norway and Canada.
Each element was technically precise and beautifully finished. The Stat-Oil logo
was reversed out of Corian material and back lit with LED lights.
A metal structure was created that housed a 36” flat screen monitor and then
clad in Corian with the powder coated side covers. Three of the structures were
also developed with disabled visitors in mind. By pressing a button the monitor
would move out and down on a fluid gentle seamless mechanism to eye level
representing a drop of around 300-350mm.
This was a highly engineered solution that communicates the high quality
performance of Stat-Oil as a company. Attention to detail was the key. Such
attributes included:




Machining the Corian so that the corners around the monitor screen was
perfectly cut square at 90% and not with rounded edges.
That the monitor sat perfectly in the cut out space with a precise 2mm
gap running around all four edges of the monitor.
An ultra-smooth seamless movement of the monitor on the push button
plinths.

